
To Jeff Sperring, Bonnie Fryzlewicz, and the executive team at Seattle Children’s Hospital,

We, the PICU Nurses at Seattle Children’s Hospital, are formally expressing our concerns

regarding staffing safety, patient care, and working conditions in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit

(PICU). We’ve expressed these concerns in many previous venues and formats, and the actions taken by

leadership have been insufficient. We are presenting this petition to draw attention to these major

problems in hopes of sustainable corrective action.

Over the last three years, we have suffered heavy staffing losses. With this, demands on our

dwindling core staff have increased dramatically. And yet, surgeries continue as planned, admits are

accepted without regard to the availability of nursing care, and our attempts at raising red flags have

either been ignored or met with encouragement to “staff creatively”. This has led to unsafe staffing

situations, making it impossible for nurses in the PICU to maintain the high standard of care that the very

sick children in our unit need and deserve. The result of this is anxiety, stress, and burnout which

becomes unbearable, resulting in the departure of additional experienced nurses. We gravely worry that

the weight of the mental health burden placed upon our nurses will lead to another suicide as the statistics

from a recent 2021 study show that more than 70% of health care workers in the country have symptoms

of anxiety and depression and 15% have had recent thoughts of suicide or self-harm.

While Seattle Children’s executive leadership and marketing teams continue to emphasize how

the hospital is a leader in many areas of children’s health, we are not staffed sufficiently for a normal

winter viral season, let alone the worst respiratory viral outbreak many of us have ever seen. We are aware

of the national and worldwide healthcare crisis happening today, but this is not an excuse to stand idle

and avoid timely and meaningful action. Patient care is actively suffering. The situation is dire. This is not

hyperbole, nor is it the opinion of just a few.  This petition has been signed by 100% of PICU Staff Nurses,

as well as numerous Critical Care Float Pool Nurses, travel nurses, respiratory therapists, and physicians.

Listen to your frontline staff and attempt to make meaningful change for our patients, families and staff.

Be the leader you say you are. Align your actions and decisions with your values.

We know Seattle Children’s Hospital is capable of providing excellent care. Many of us remember

the well-oiled machine that was our PICU, staffed appropriately by experienced nurses with good morale.

But our executive leadership has failed to adequately provide enough PICU-trained nurses to compensate

for our losses. The excuses given by leadership for the staffing exodus do not reflect the true picture for

why nurses have left and continue to leave. Insufficient attention has been paid to the morale and the

retention of experienced nurses. In the PICU, the value of an experienced nurse can be the literal

difference between life and death. Although all our nurses are capable, the unit needs an ample number of

veteran nurses to manage the especially challenging cases, train new hires, and to assist travel nurses. Our

ICU physicians recognize this fact without question, but the hospital leadership grossly undervalues the

importance of critical care experience.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11606-021-07252-z


As PICU Nurses, our job is to identify areas of risk and to intervene to avoid catastrophe. This

letter is us doing our jobs. We refuse to wait until there is a preventable loss of life that is attributable to

our staffing crisis, and we owe it to the vulnerable patients in our care to push for change now.  The

current efforts from executive leadership to support recruitment, retention, and recognition of PICU

Nurses is lacking. We have shared with leadership our harrowing stories, those of real children and real

families, but our concerns have been met with empty words and no executive action.

This needs to be addressed now.

We strongly urge action on the following asks:

A commitment to end floating non ICU Nurses across divisions by July 31, 2023

● Floating non-ICU trained nurses compromises expert nursing care and the team dynamic we rely

upon to respond to emergencies in the PICU.

Recruit, Retain and Recognize PICU Nurses

● We expect intense and active PICU recruitment.

○ Targeted and nationwide PICU specialty nurse recruitment.

○ Recruit current PICU travelers from within.

● Invest in your core staff in the short-term as they endure the staffing shortage you failed to avoid.

○ Replace the current incentive program without reducing the current compensation

incentives in place. We expect a predictable tiered system that will reduce same-day

staffing texts and off- shift demands for our expertise.

● Value input from our Charge Nurses and Shift Administrators with regards to staffing, scheduled

surgeries, and admissions. Respect their recommendations and reschedule non-emergent

surgeries and admissions if they state that they do not currently have enough nurses to safely care

for the patients.

● Increase the level of meaningful executive engagement in the PICU.

● Advocate for a re-evaluation of executive bonuses as they are a detriment to morale and retention

of nurses who are facing patient safety concerns related to short staffing.

● Support nursing mental health across the hospital by providing a Mental Health Leave Bank with

a minimum of 12 hours for all WSNA Nurses. Provide the option to convert earned, No Pay

Accrual hours to such a bank to utilize for self care and wellness, as No Pays are no longer a reality

in large part due to the failure to retain nurses.

● Remove financial and other barriers from managers who wish to show appreciation to nurses

under their direct report.

Tangible work needs to be done and we are calling upon you, our executive leadership, to meet

our requests for the sake of our nurses and the lives of the children in our care.



We expect a summary of executive leadership’s actions related to our requests no later than NCC

on February 15th, 2023. We also expect this and further progress to be presented at an in-person, open

format styled meeting between ICU staff and executive leaders, including Dr. Jeff Sperring, within 60

days.

Sincerely,

Concerned Seattle Children’s Hospital PICU Nurses


